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Speccy free sinclair zx spectrum emulator

APK ToolsSpeccy is a Sinclair ZX Spectrum home computer simulator. The written software will run for Spectrum 16k, 48k, 128k, +2, +2A, +3, Tymex Sinclair, Sam Coupe, Pentagon, and Skorpion home computers. Features:* Optimized specifically for Android devices, using the ARM complex and running it at the same
speed as the real spectrum.* Emulation mode full screen image, with options to simulate TV scanning lines and fuzzy TV displays.* Audio records to MIDI files.* Includes both physical keyboard support and touch.* Includes NetPlay functions for playover over the local network or the Internet.* Includes
WorldOfSpectrum.org browser software archive.* Supports screenshots (*.sna). *.z80)* supports download of tapes (*.tap, *.tzx files), with authentic tape sounds.* Supports TR-DOS and a variety of other disk image formats (*.t Rd, *.scl, *.fdi, *.dsk.* Supports 128k and Fuller audio slides.* Simulates cursor, Protek, AGF,
Kempston, and Sor sinclair second joystick interface, using touch screen, physical keyboard, or accelerometer.* Simulates mouse Kempston.* Simulates zx printer and other printers.* Supports GoogleTV devices running Android 4.x (Jelly Bean), such as LG G2/G3.* Supports Moga, iCade, Nico PlayPad, and other
Bluetooth and USB gaming platforms.* Xperia supports playing game buttons. The Speccy package itself does not contain any spectrum software. You must put your spectrum files on the SD card before you run Speccy.Please, do not run any software you do not own with Speccy. The author can't and won't tell you
where to find free spectrum programs. Please, report any problems you encountered here: SDKAndroid 4.1.x - Jelly Bean (SDK: 16) Update onNovember 7, 2020Sign844A17A8935D74770C1AB4A84C4A1800CC6265File MD5d2b79082d539fde109 7df553fd2cb999Ma new* based on the latest Speccy 5.5 for Windows /
Linux.* Added proper Sam Coupe screen mode #3 display.* Added support for more raw disk image formats.* Added handling situations that . The sad disk image has. DSK extension.* Added internal menu options to save . SAD.* A simple CPU-based linear sizing algorithm.* Fixed reset when replacing disk image with
LoadFile.* Disable all existing trapdoor devices in Sam Coupe mode.* Fixed auto load images in spectrum mode +3. PermissionsView PermissionsVersion5.4Min SDKAndroid 4.1.x - Jelly Bean (SDK: 16) Update onOctober 1, 2020Sign844A17A8935D74770C1AB4A84C4A 018D0CC6265File
MD508da7a8ebfaa4855762897eb7f7899What's new* based on the latest Speccy 5.4 for Windows and Linux sources.* Add support to Sam Coup Shot (. SCS) and disk image (. SAD) Files.* Added separate functions for download and save in default state format.* Fixed panel changes between Sam Coupe and ZX
Spectrum Media.* Fixed panel updates when rewinding in Sam Coupe mode.* Fixed light pen port, assuming there is no light pen at the moment.* Fixed SAA1099 PSG sound.* Fixed automatic playback when loading the panel on ZX128. View permissions SDKAndroid 4.1.x - Jelly Bean (SDK: 16) Updated onAugust 16,
2020Sign844A17AA8935D743770C1C10180D0CC6265File MD5e04605a11d228d825d553e752d384new* based on latest Speccy 5.2 For sources of Windows and Linux.* When the original folder is not available, show storage devices instead.* Multiple fixes for the Downloader Art Box.* Fixed Art Downloader box
made to use an alternative storage site.* Fixed Art Download box to follow the redirect.* Https support was added to the Downloader.PermissionsView PermissionsVersion5.2Min SDKAndroid 4.1.x - Jelly Bean (SDK) : 16) Updated on June 22, 2020Sign844A17A8935D74370C111AB4A84C4A4A0100D0CC66665File
MD5abe988846db4544444455776654055555555579655555555555555555547966555554437776555547966555547796555557796655557966555796655555796555555555555547776555544477965555444779655554447765554777776555477776554777777777777777777000000000000000000000000000000 0000
Sorry for this, and work to bring the browser back.* As of now, wos browser will go directly to the site if it is unable to analyze its contents.* Fixed crash when you get a list of storage sites on some AndroidTVs.PermissionsView PermissionsVersion5.2Min SDKAndroid 4.1.x - Jelly Bean (SDK: 16) updated on June 5,
2020Sign84A1A88935 D743770C1AB4A84C44A0018D0CC6265File MD584fb5fbb30631a 81c5h5h95555555333bWhat is new * The hard world of spectrum integration, browser works again.* Add a list of available storage devices to change the dialogue folder.* Add available storage devices to the top row of AndroidTV
UI.* Added existing disks to choose a floppy disk at runtime.* Changed message indicating that Android rejected the directory list. PermissionsView PermissionsVersion5.2Min SDKAndroid 4.1.x - Jelly Bean (SDK: 16) Updated on March 16, 2020Sign844A17AA89333770C1AB4A84C4A100D0CC6265File MD5590c274
0ecdc53 cc6d0beee650de8a5dma * Added existing disks to choose the flop pyre disk at runtime.* Hard-hard AndroidTV file browser attachment to unavailable folders.* Hard-hard file fixing stumble on unavailable folders.* AndroidTV browser will refer to row folders after changing folder.* Added message dialog box when
directing users to Google Play.* Fixed accidental crashes when out of emulation. PermissionsView PermissionsVersion5.1.15Min SDKAndroid 4.1.x - Jelly Bean (SDK: 16)Updated onFebruary 2, 2020Sign844A17A8935D743770C1AB4A4C4A001000CC62665File MD5771 7 4000dfadc4b362e3b6555f409dbabfcWhat is
the new * AndroidTV browser file fixed stuck on unavailable folders.* Fixed file fixes specify attachment to folders not available.* AndroidTV browser will refer to row folders after changing folder.* Added message dialog box when users are directed to Google Play.* Fixed accidental crashes when out of emulation.
PermissionsView PermissionsVersion5.1.14Min SDKAndroid 4.1.x - Jelly Bean (SDK: 16) Updated on January 28, 2020Sign844A17A8935D74770C1AB4A84C4A100D0CC6226 5File MD539b2b9f7a281bde9bcdf75 4f9b79b60New * AndroidTV browser file fixed stumble on unavailable folders.* Fixed fixed file specific
attachment to folders not available.* AndroidTV browser will refer to row folders after changing folder.* Added message dialog when routed For Google Play.PermissionsView permissions fMSX VGB VGBA INES MG ColEm Speccy Approximations Windows Symbian Android How? Who? Say! News | Guide | Downloads |
The latest screen shots version of Speccy is the latest Speccy 5.6 version for Windows and Linux, released on December 24, 2020, adds the ability to paste the contents of the Windows portfolio and fixes clearing file links. As of this release, Speccy will no longer appear to open the dialog file when you start. The
previous version added a proper emulation to sam coupe MODE3 display, support for more disc formats, repairs saa1099 Paris Saint-Germain sound and sam coupe light pen port. Be sure to check out the Android version that has a built-in world of browser spectrum and many other useful features. I had to stop
MSDOS and Symbian ports, where there was no more demand for them, no tools to build on modern platforms. For a full list of fixes, changes and extensions, check the documents. If you want to report an error, suggest a feature, or get help, use the discussion group. What is Speccy? Speccy mimics the versions of
16kB, 48kB and 128kB from Sinclair ZX Spectrum, plus spectrum +2, +2A and +3, as well as Timex Sinclair models. Although I have done some zx-related work in the past and even maintained comp.sys.sinclair FAQs at some point, for many years I refrained from writing Sinclair ZX Spectrum Emulator. It was mostly
due to the fact that there is a lot of other spectrum emulators around, so writing another one seems redundant. On the other hand, the lack of speccy simulation felt like a gap in my cv :). So, here it is, after another spectrum emulator, named frivolous Speccy. If you find a glitch, you have an idea for further development
Of Speccy, or you want to port Speccy to a new platform, please, let me know. Currently, Speccy supports all types of ZX Spectrum and Piston Mouse devices. The AMX mouse support is not yet complete. Both the ZX printer and the Timex printer (aka Alphacom 32) are supported and will be printed to a file using ASCII
graphics. AY8910 PsG chip is obviously supported, in both 128k and Fuller modes. The BetaDisk/TR-DOS disk interface is only currently supported, although other devices appear on the disk, chip or microdrive menu. Work is under way on these. Speccy will download the files in . Z80, . Sna. Benefit. TZX, . Fdi. TRD,
and . SCL formats. Screen shots will also be uploaded in . SCR format. You can save files in . Z80, . Sna. Fdi. Trd. SCL and . SCR formats. Please note that F4 starts/stops the tape while F5 calls the configuration list independent of the platform. Some options in this list are not available from Windows listings. Use
ALT+ENTER to switch between two frame modes and full-screen mode. ALT + PGUP increases volume while ALT + PGDOWN reduces it. Finally, pressing PGUP will quickly lead forward in emulation to skip long processes such as tape mounts. Speccy has an interesting feature to automatically convert ZX beeper
sounds in MIDI degree and storage to a record to run later. Choose Sound | Turning the wave into melody and then sound | Record melodic audio menu options to enable this feature. Speccy license is written in portable C language and will work on any computing platform quickly enough, it was a computer, video game
controller, PDA, cell phone, DVD or MP3 player, or even a digital camera. If your company is considering using ZX Spectrum emulation in its products, you can license the Source Code Speccy from me. I am also available for consulting work in software simulation, embedded programming, and other areas. See my cv
and contact me if you are interested. Built-in configuration menu built-in Exolon Bugback (ZX Spectrum 48k) CP/M-80 (ZX Spectrum +3) Nieber 2 (ZX Spectrum 48k) Real Commander (TR-DOS) Dizzy 3 (ZX Spectrum 128k) Fire and Ice (TR-DOS) Scorpio 256kB Mode (Monitor) Quazatron (ZX Spectrum 48k) Multi-
Viewing (Timex HiColor Mode) Ball Quest (Pentagon HiColor Mode) Head Above Heels (ZX Spectrum 128k) Krakout (Download on ZX Spectrum 48k) News | Guide | Downloads | Image copyright © by Marat Faizolin Faizulin
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